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City lights and the moon illuminate downtown San Jose. Daily photographer Paul Chinn captured this moonrise from the Ninth Street garage

100% jump in parking fees down the road?
By Christine Lewis
Increased parking fees,
stemming from higher operating
costs and the need for new facilities,
may be in store beginning next fell

for students, faculty and staff of the
entire California State University
and Colleges system.
A proposal to increase garage
parking fees from 25 cents to 50
cents by fall 1979 and also to increase optional semester parking
rates from $15 to $18 will be
presented to CSUC trustees for
consideration late in November.
The optional parking rate would
be increased to $22.50 per semester
by 1981, but no additional increase is
planned for gate fees.
All staff and student parking
areas on campus will be affected,
including the garages on Seventh
and San Carlos streets and Ninth

A.S. ’code
of ethics’
approved
By Mike Myslinski
A.S. Council adopted a "code of
ethics" Wednesday designed to
discourage council members from
voting on financial matters concerning campus groups they belong
to.
A council member who violates
the code of ethics policy will receive
nothing more than a slap on the
wrist, A.S. Vice-President Joe
Trippi admitted.
Trippi drafted the code, which
states that any council member who
violates the ethics policy can be
"censured" by a two-thirds vote of
the 18-member council.
On Nov. 1 the council adopted a
conflict-of-interest policy which
gives council members the liberty of
voting on financial requests from
campus organizations they are
affiliated with, as long as no personal profits result.
A violation of the conflict clause
voids the transaction in question, but
a violation of the code of ethics
would not, Trippi said.
members
Some
council
challenged the propriety of having a
code of ethics which more or less
contradicts the current A.S. conflictof-interest rule.
"I don’t see any need for it,"
councilman Cello Lucero said.
The ethics code "ties my
hands," councilman Jim Delgado
charged. "1 have a responsibility to
my constituency," he added,
referring to his membership in the
campus Chicano group Movimento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
( MEChA I.
"I feel my constituency is
anyone out there," council member
Pam Wagner countered.
(Continued on hack page)

and San Fernando streets.
The proposed joint city of San
Jose-SJSU garage is one of the new
projected facilities for which additional revenue is needed, according to several members of a
parking task
force which
unanimously approved the fee increase plan. The garage is proposed
between Third and Fourth streets
and San Fernando and San Antonio
streets.
The committee is comprised of
representatives from the Academic
Senate, Support Staff Council,
Associated Student Presidents,
business managers and the Chancellor’s office.
Increased costs of operations
and the need for revenue to develop
more facilities were cited by
committee members as reasons for
the proposed increases.
"The committee recognized tile
need for a fee increase to keep us in
a soluble position," said Glen Mitchell, one of the Chancellor’s
representatives and a CSUC
financial management specialist.
Fees for parking are uniform
throughout the CSUC. Parking

facilities are self-supporting and
money is raised through the sale of
revenue bonds.
The task force met twice since
July in. all-day sessions, said Glen
Guttormsen, SJSU director of
business affairs and another
member of the committee.
Original legislation which
requires that the parking be selfsupporting through the sale of bonds
makes it necessary to increase the
fees, Guttormsen said.
"I don’t like to see fees charged
at all," Guttormsen stressed, "but
under the circumstances I am in
agreement with it.
"To make it work, the fees have
to be changed."
SJSU
Associated
Students
President Maryanne Ryan also
expressed her reluctance to have
fees increased.
"I am not that happy about the
proposed increase," Ryan said, "but
I understand the need for it. The
bonds do need to be paid off.
"I am just glad that the
recommendation they are making
gives equa: consideration to faculty,
staff and students, and that students
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aren’t getting stuck with all the
costs."
No action is expected by
trustees until the January meeting,
explained Mark Miller, A.S.
president of CSU-Stanislaus and one
of two student presidents on the task
force. The November meeting is to
present the information to trustees
for discussion, he said.
"We examined alternatives and
raising the fee is the only thing we
could really do," Miller said.
"Nobody likes it.’
He added that the student
representatives "opposed the haste"
in which the decision was made, but
not the recommendation for an
increase.
Miller said the SPA will meet
with the Chancellor’s office two days
before the trustee meeting to
"clarify some objectives."
The SPA had requested the
Chancellor’s office delay sending the
proposal to trustees in order to
explore alternative transpotation to
automobiles.
Also, smaller campuses don’t
want to pay for the parking structures of larger campuses like Long
Beach and San Jose, Miller explained.
In addition, SPA wants to
discuss the possibility of statefunded parking, he said.
Ryan said that one problem with
the fee structure was that campuses

with a lot of ground space and
without parking structures are
"subsidizing" the campuses with
structures.
However, she noted also that
larger campuses subsidize smaller
campuses in the health service area.
Committee member Mitchell
pointed out that if approved by
trustees, the proposal then goes to
the Director of General Services for

approval.
Optional semester parking fees
are those which campus personnel
may pay each semester in order to
use specified parking areas on
campus. By contrast, garage or
"gate" parking fees are paid on a
daily basis when entering or leaving
sparking facility, Mitchell said.
SJSU students are allowed
optional parking only in the evening
when staff lots are freer.

Rape suspect arrested;
gunpoint attack thwarted
A short chase by San Jose Police
about 7 p.m. last night resulted in
the arrest of a Milpitas man for the
attempted rape of a 22-year old San
Jose woman in the dirt parking lot
across from the SJSU library.

When she attempted to defend
herself with a rat-tail comb, he
brandished a pistol and dragged her
off between the parked cars in the
lot.

Arrested on suspicion of attempted rape, assault with a deadly
weapon and indecent exposure was a
25-year-old man police identified as
Victor Rae James of Milpitas.

his squad
The appearance
car, Mills said, apparently
frightened off the attacker
momentarily and allowed the
woman to escape.

According to Sgt. Don Mills of
the San Jose Police, the young
woman was walking across from the
library on Fourth Street when a man
came up behind her, exposed
himself and accosted her.

Mills said he gave chase and
radioed for assistance. James was
apprehended behind the Glazenwood
Hotel, 189 S. Third St., by San Jose
Police officers Ron Habina and Don
Archie.

Author says advertisers
seduce public into buying
P"’nollt

Exec. V.P. power expands
By Sean Silverthorne
A major administrative
reorganization which features expanded powers for the executive
’AM president’s office and lessening
of responsibilities for Director of
Business Affairs Glen (’.uttormsen,
has been announced by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
The reorganization is an apparent centralizing of more
responsibility into the executive
branch of the administration.
Before there .was "blurring of
lines of authority" under the "wide
expanse" of the business affairs
office, Fullerton said.
A nationwide search will begin
shortly to fill the new EVP role, now
held by interim appointment by

Ellen Weaver, whose term ends next
August, the president said.
Historically the EVP’s main
function has been to serve as a
’’surrogate president" in the
president’s absence, though expanded informal powers have been
assumed by the EVP’s office during
the last five years, Fullerton said.
The EVP will have direct "line"
responsibility over the offices of the
associate executive vice president
I chiefly responsible for plant and
facilities operation and planning
institutional studies and health and
safety, chief of police, director of
admissions and records and the
direcior of business affairs),
Fullerton said.
)Continued on back page)

By Kim Gardner
Look again at the classic
Miss Clairol "Does she or doesnt
she’ magazine ad. According to
Wilson Bryan Key who spoke
Wednesday night in the S.U.
Ballroom, the homey, loving
mother-and-child scene is actually a statement in
child molestation.
Anti take a closer look at
Howard Johnson’s "Dig into our
Clambake" placemats. Key
contends that mound of golden
fried clams depicts an eight
person plus animal orgy.
These are just two examples
of advertisers’ ploys to "seduce"
Americans into buying products
by subliminally appealing to
sexual drives and wishes through
visual ads, Key hypothesized
during his talk and slide
presentation.
His talk was part of the
"Series on the Media" being
presented by the A.S. Program
Board.
Key, author of the books
"Subliminal Seduction" and

"Media Sexploitation," has
testified on the subject to the
Federal Trade Commission.
"The taboos of our society
focus on two areas: the origin of
life ( love or sex ) and the end of
life death ). The more taboo the
area, the better subliminal
seduction works in embedding

Wilson Bryan Key

images into the subconscious."
Key said.
"You’ll ask, how does this
work. I don’t know. I don’t know
anyone who does," Key. said. "All
they advertisersi need to know
is, does it work’
"I have no quarrel against
selling the product. But they’re
doing a lot of things to peoples
minds that aren’t very nice."
Liquor ads, particularly
those involving ice cubes, are
especially prone to subliminal
messages and his slide presentation proved his point. In a
liquor ad, gin is being poured into
a glass and over an emerald. In
begin with, the ad isn’t a
photograph at all. like most
liquor ads, Key claimed, it is an
Closer
painting
airbrush
examination reveals the stream
a
large
image
of
of gin holds the
erect penis. Examining the
splash area around the emerald,
a face with two eyes, a nose and
an open mouth becomes apparent.
iContinued on back page)
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Eyesores, nuisances

Stray dog problem
By Kim Gardner
If man’s best friend is dog, I’d
hate to see who his enemy is.
Judging from all the stray dogs
one sees in our campus area, it’s
apparent that many dog owners
don’t believe that "best friend"
adage.
Granted, some of the "stray"
dogs in the area are well-cared for
pets who just happened to get out of
the yard or simply bolted out an
opened door. But a lot of the dogs
seen are obviously experienced
"street walkers" expertly making
the rounds of neighborhood trash
cans and back -door trash bins of
businesses.
Kim Gardner is

Spartan Daily reporter

letters
Racist nonsense
Editor:
What nonsense to label an investigation of black athletes as
racist! There is no reason to believe
that similar behavior by persons of
any other race would go unchallenged.
Katharine Wilson
Graduate student. unclassified

Answers needed
Editor:
How can SJSU President Gail
Fullerton label the recent media
coverage of SJSU athletes who attend that far away junior college
racist? I thought the coverage was
fair, and never did I once think of the
color of the persons involved until I
read the front page story on Nov. 9.
I believe Fullerton should instigate a complete investigation into
these alleged allegations. Everyone
knows junior college credits are
more easily obtained than ones at a
state college or univesity.
I can’t dwell on how good or easy
the course is ’cause I’ve never attended the class. But for Fullerton to
castigate the press for racist
reasons on a story with questionable

overtones seems unbelievable.
The Athletic Department seems
shady enough to say the least. Mr.
Murphy and Fullerton should get
together with the press and answer
all questions pertaining to recent
issues.
Let the facts be known!
Dail Murphy
Radio/TV major

’Expert’ speaks
Editor:
Lee G. Sherman’s article,
"Media turns campaigns into
popularity contest," is a classic
Spartan Daily piece. I know why
Gene Rebcook ( associate professor,
advertising) refers to your
newspaper as the "Spartan Rag."
Mr. Sherman attacks "Political
Advertising"...an area in which I
consider myself a quasi -expert. He
begins by singling out Gov. Brown’s
appearance at SJSU as "most important because he was placed
before the voters to answer
questions."
If Mr. Sherman is implying that
Gov. Brown is the only candidate
that has made himself available to
the voters, then perhaps he should
speak to Richard Pagnano (Santa

Clara University political science
senior) who has attended some 30odd candidate forums and debates
during the course of this election.
If indeed Mr. Sherman knows
nothing about the other candidates,
it could be that he hasn’t bothered to
ask. I am currently working on
Congressman Norman Y. Mineta’s
re-election campaign, and we
receive daily requests for literature
and
information
on
the
Congressman.
Now, with regards to those 30
and 60 second TV campaign slots
that reveals nothing. The purpose of
the media campaign is basically to
place the name before the people.
You are responsible for informing yourself about the individual candidate and issue. One
form of media does not and can not
provide all the information
necessary to make an intelligent
decision at the polls.
I could go on, but I feel that I
have made my point. I apologize to
the Daily and Mr. Sherman for my
rather crude letter, but the truth of
the matter is, that I haven’t been
this mad since I saw those damn
Iranian students’ protest against the
Shah.
Del P. Ruiz
Advertising senior

Aside from eyesores and the
nuisances of having these stray and
abandoned dogs roaming the streets
of San Jose, there are real hazards
related to these cavorting canines.
First of all, stray dogs, not used
to human touch, could easily bite an
unsuspecting child, or adult for that
matter. In our modern age, rabies is
still a possibility.
Young children can’t comprehend the stray dog out on the
sidewalk might not be as friendly as
the family pooch the child has grown
up with.
Second, a dog’s "calling card" is
equally annoying whether it’s from
the family pet or a stray. Any
student walking to or from campus
can probably attest to the fad that a
deposited "pile" is not the most
appealing thing to look at, or to step
in. The smell of the pile is nauseous.
Anyone walking by the clusters
of palm trees that surround Tower
Hall here on campus falls victim to
the stench left by wandering dogs.
Trees surrounding the campus are
also honored by these "piles" unceremoniously deposited at their
bases.
But stray and abandoned dogs
aren’t the only victims of owner
abuse. Cats can suffer the same
consequences.
"Last year we picked up 20,000
dogs and 19,000 (stray) cats," said
Drew Jacobsen of the San Jose
Animal Control Center. "Ninety-five
percent fall animals, and this is on
a national level, that go into shelters
never get out."
These wandering, unclaimed or
abandoned animals are destroyed.
Gassed. Put to sleep. The picture is
clear.

In the September issue of
Education Digest, an article appeared that examined why chi ldrer
are often cruel to animals. The
reason is basicaly cultural, the
article surmised. F’or example,
rodeo associations and gun clubs,
both of which can easily fascinate
youngsters, are exponents of the
belief that animaLs are here for
man’s exploitation. Young, impressionable children pick this
sentiment up.
One must remember that these
children grow into adults.
Therefore, it is up to teachers to
provide a humane education for
students, the article stated. One
psychologist in the article stressed
the importance of caring for dom
estic animals.

"It is we who created this state
of domestication for many animal
species," she wrote. "These
animals’ right to care is all the more valid since they in no way created
the conditions which make it.
necessary to care for them."
It is up to pet owners to take
responsibility for their pets. That.,
includes keeping dogs off the streets.;
Stray dogs, the most evident
form of pet abuse in this area, are’
perhaps just the tip of the iceberg of
pet abuse.

But until abusive dog owners
take it into their hearts that "dog ig
man’s best friend," they have no
right to question why their pea
might "bite the hand that feeds
them."

NFL should nix T. V.
as electronic referee
By Keith Kropp
Television and National Football League officials have been a hot
topic of discussion ever since Franco
Harris’ "Immaculate Reception" in
1972. This season another controversial play arose in San Diego
with what is now known as the
Stabler to Banaszak to Casper
double play combination.
Television has gained
tremendous power in the NFL,
particularly in scheduling. The
power has grown, and it has led to an
attempt in recent years to settle
controversial officiating with
television replays.
Would the use of television
replays solve the dilemma over
questionable officiating? It’s highly
unlikely. In fact, it would probably
cause more controversy.
The use of television replays to
aid officials seems like an easy way
out. However, should television
replays ever come about it would be
giving television even more
strength.
.
Of course, there may have been
critical plays that officials have
blown. One of the more memorable
ones was Rob Lytle’s "fumble" in
last year’s AFC championship game
against Denver. However, that play
was more controversial than most
fans realized. Of the six cameras
that viewed the play, only two of
them clearly showed a fumble. Four

cameras did not.
This is a major drawback to the
use of television replays. There are
so many camera angles. Which
angle is the correct view of the plays
The human element is the major
aspect in the argument of televisia6
replays. A game controlled by
human minds and emotions should
be officiated by human judgment.
NFL officials are highly etficient. During a full season, the 24
teams combine for over 50,000 playt
Their
accomplishments
ark
minimized and their failures are
magnified.
The use of television replays to
aid officials will surely create a la
of confusion. A regular NFL game
lasts close to three hours and
enough interruptions. Checking .6
television replay on the sidelines will
create another useless delay.
Suppose replays are brought
about and when checking a call the
replay shows another infraction
which could be called. There are sp
many intangibles involved.
Professional football does .itot

has

need to be tuinod.into on electronic

.
game.
The NFL doesn’t need to have
television run its sport. That is what
is happening. Television is gaining
too much power in sports, particularly football. The use of
television replays are not needed.
Let the players play the game.

Spartan Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to the Forum Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to
edit for length, style, invasion or
privacy and libel.
The Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount
of comment has appeared.
All letters should be typed and
double spaced for clarity, accuracy
and because of the limited time
available to retype.
Forum
The intent of the Daily Forum
Page is to present a variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position
of the Daily. Opinion columns express the views of the writer or

Spartan Daily
E ditor
Advertising Manager
News Editor
C.., Fditor
Ass, News Edible
Fut um Page Editor
Sports Editor .
Assm Sports Editor
Feature Editor
Art and Entertainment
Layout Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
. .
Chief Phologreener .
Assistant Editor
Publts Relations
Retail Ad Manager
Art Director
Classified
National Ad manager
B usiness memerr
Cartoonists

John Rams
Garrett Pulus
Corinne Asturias
Steve Goldberg
Judy Twitchell
Scott !Imes
Anne Brennan
Dan Miller
Laura Del Rosso
Kevin Pagan
Cherie Seers
Ann. Houghteling
....... Kim K omen ich
Allison Mc Lughlin
Erik Siotieck
Joan Mann
Nor.. Austin
Illargara Additmn
Margie Adamson
Nancy NTT.
Tony Armen
Sandy Hill
Pal Martin
Van Dyke Roth

organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article ac.
cordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.

Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide bog
located against the west wall of the
office.

Press Releases
Releases should be submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Daily office or by mail.
The sooner the release is received
the better coverage the topic may
receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Daily reserves the right to
limit, rewrite and edit press releases
for length, style, invasion of privacy
or libel.
The Daily reserves the right to
make judgments concerning news
value of any given release.

General News
The Daily welcomes ideas for
news stories from all campus personnel. Departments can call the
Daily at 277-3181 to report any policy
changes or achievements by
professors and students.
Opinion Columns
Topics must be Checked by the
editor of the Spartan Daily for
assignment clearance.
Students and faculty shoulti
submit columns to the office hi
person.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style,
invasion of privacy and libel.
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Activist attacks apartheid regime
By Steve Hastings
South African activist
and proclaimed freedom
fighter Drake Koka told a
small audience at SJSU
Tuesday night that blacks
in his country are suffering
from Western capitalism
and are organizing to
"white
the
overturn
regime" of minority rule in
South Africa.
Koka, head of an illegal
worker’s union which is
seeking to unite 5.5 million
black workers in South
Africa, told the 45 persons
attending of the injustice
he sees in South Africa.

Claims Western capitalism primary target
broad as to label the driver
of a stalled car disrupting
traffic being guilty of
terrorism.
Koka said white
minority rule is supported
by the United States,
France, Germany, Grr,at
Britain, which he called the
"power bloc of white imperialism."
"Carter and the rest

can condemn South Africa
in the corridors of the
United Nations, but
business goes on as usual,"
Koka said.
Koka said the United
States is specialized in
economic support for
minority rule, which is
control of the govenunent
by about 5 million whites
over 22 million blacks in
South Africa, he said. Arid,

"We are suffering from
Western capitalism," Koka
said, "What is concerning
us right now is getting rid
of sufferism."

$9.95

Koka said the legal
System in South Africa is
"very white," and laws are
made to restrict blacks
from rights to citzenship,
land ownership, legal
employment, or any free
speech or free expression.

"When we stand and
say we want out political
rights, we are guilty of
terrorism," Koka said.

COM(’ Iltoor DeAtiza store and
watch our pre-shrunk pants being made.
Browse through the racks of cotton
corduroy. denim or velveteen pants. in
any of our five sizes. Pick your favorite,
have our seamstress hem them to give
you that man about town look.
The famous "Last Chance- drawstring
pants -.just right for any occasion.

by John Scanlon

Lt. Rhonda LeBrescu

ACROSS FROM LOCKHEED

"Everything we aspire for
is
in that country
terrorism."
Koka described the
laws in South Africa
defining terrorism to be so
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"U.S. corporations will
get out because we will

things, she said, the women
went on the same 10 to 20
mile hikes, fired the M-16
rifle and 45 caliber pistol
and generally did the same
things as the men.

Rhonda LeBrescu, 25,
graduated in 1975 with a BA
in Spanish and joined the
Marines as an enlisted
woman.

She said it was hard for
the women to keep up with
the men, but the men saw
the trouble they had
carrying the equipment
and marching and tended
to respect them for completing the training.

I 69 5 Siccens Creek Blvd .Cripr.rtinu

Do you find yourself endlessly
moving, apartment to apartment?

All the world will be your enemy,
Prince with a Thousand Enemies,
and when they catch you,
they will kill you...
But first they must
catch you.

If the answer is yes, come to Antique Realty arid
we’ll pack your troubles away. At Antique Realty, our
philosophy is to help you make the most of your
money. Investing in Real Estate can be the first important step in the right direction. For professional
assistance, !.ease call us at

Antique Realty
19601

McKean

Rd.,

San

NOV. 16th

Jose,

CA

She chose the Marine
Corps, she said, because
the recruiter promised a
job in intelligence inan
terrogation
and
an opportunity to go to the
Defense Language School
in Monterey.
Le Brescu got her basic
training at Parris Island,
South Carolina and then
spent 11 months studying
Mandarin Chinese at the
Monterey school.

LeBrescu’s company
was the first to go through
nearly the same training as
men and the last all -woman
company before training
became coed.
She said the women
went through the same
obstacle courses, crawled
through the same mud and
did the same tactics.

For Christmas 1478
Departures Dec. S.
12, 19 and 20
Mail or call us re Laker Skytram Info

frie’744
PehAcrtek-,,..

Koka said eventually
blacks will organize arid
force
American
corporations out of South
Africa.

By Brad Haugaard
One of the first woman
Marines to go through the
same officer training as
men is an SJSU Spanish
major.

After two years in the
enlisted ranks, she was
accepted to Officer Candidate School at Quantico,
Virginia.
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Quoting an October,
1973 article from Fortune
magazine, Koka said the t

"It was a spur of the
moment thing," she said.

He named the Terrorism
Act of 1967 as a chief
suppressive law in South
Africa.

You’ll have a Ball
in Last Chance Pants

"The United States will
fight until the last man
because they are supporting the white regime,"
Koka said.

American businesses have
seen South Africa as"a
goldmine," where labor is
cheap and profits can run
high.

"It was great," she
said.
After eight weeks of
"great training," I,e
Brescu was commissioned
Second lieutenant.
One difference between men’s training and
women’s is the physical
training, she said. For
physical tests, men must
run three miles in 27
minutes, while women
must run one and a half
miles in 15 minutes; men
do 80 situps within two
minutes while women do 50
in one minute. Men do pullups while women do
"flexed arm hangs," (like
a pull-up except the women
pull to the "up" position
and hang on as long as they
can.
Another difference was
an amphibious landing.
At the time of the
excercise, he Brescu said
no women were allowed on
ship. So they were taken to
the beach, the landing craft
with the men came to
shore, picked up the
women, backed "about 500
feet," offshore and came in
again for the assault.
"It was a real experience," she said. "I felt
like John Wayne."
those
Other than

268-1150

"I know," she said,
"they respect us more than
when we started."
Although he Brescu
feels women probably will
never be used in combat,
she said the training gave
the women self confidence
they could apply to other
situations. However she
said, that if women are
used in combat, she knows
she could run a platoon.
Many male Marines,
she said, don’t like to be
ordered around by a
woman.
"It goes back to the
way society is
the idea
that women are inferior,"
she said.
It seems to be changing
though, she said, as men

NEW YORK (API A
$100-a -person chain-letter
scheme has swept from the
West to the East Coast in a
matter of weeks, luring
hundreds with promises of
$100,000 payoffs.
But law enforcement
officials say the entire
chain is illegal and a fraud,
and they’re determined to
find the chains originators.
The chain, called the
"Circle of Gold," started
about three months ago in
Mann and Santa Cruz
counties outside of San
Francisco, according to
Bay Area authorities who
are investigating the chain.
A week and a half ago
it was detected in Chicago,
and New York authorities
now say the scheme has
spread here, taking the
theatrical community by
storm. One source said that
the entire cast of one
Broadway show was involved, as well as the staff
in the office of a local
hospital.
The chain works like
this: A buyer puts down
$100, and receives two
copies of a list of 12 names.
The seller receives $50 and

probe
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Koka currently is on
trial in absentia in Soupi
Africa, and is living in exile
in Botswana.
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see women officers have
gone through the same
training they have.
"They
down."

really

back

Enlisted women don’t
get combat training,
said. he Brescu thinks they
are missing out.
Combat "is what the
Marine Corps is all about."
One stereotype Marine
men have is of Marine
women being "big, mean
and ugly," she said. They
are surprised, she added,
when they see pretty ones.
Many civilians, Le
Brescu said, don’t believe
she is in the Marine Corps.
When they see her in a Tshirt with "USMC" written
on the front, they ask "Did
your boyfriend give that to
you?"
Some people, she said,
don’t know the Marines
allow women into its ranks,
while others "can’t figure
out why I would go into the
Marine Corps."
After a short stay in
hometown San Jose, she
will leave for the Fleet
Intelligence
Center,
Pacific, at Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii.

Chain scheme
grows links

0

INTERVIEWS
FOR
U.S., M.S., Ph.D., ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS, B.A./B.S. IN MATH
OR COMPUTER SCIENCE

WatershippolviL,

Koka’s speech was
presented by the Young
Socialist Alliance, as part
of a six -and -a -half week
lecture tour that Koka has
been making to school*,
trade unions, and othet
organizations.

Former SJSU coed
learns military basics

Koka urged students to
"interfere" with corporations who have investments in South Africa,
so that blacks can throw off
the "sufferism" brought by
U.S. corporations.

and
up

he said, the U.S. corporations are not about to
give up their investments
in that country.

burn down their factories,"
Koka said, getting cheers
from the predominantly
black audience.

A ,Series on the Media
Part 2

the other $50 is sent to the
top name on the list, with
the seller looking on to
insure that the rules are
followed.
Then, the name at the
top is crossed off and the
seller puts his name at the
bottom of the list. If the
chain is unbroken, he will
eventually rise to the top’of
the chain, and will receiVe
$50 from 2,048 people.
The buyer, in turn,
sells two copies of the list,
recouping his $100 and
adding his name to the ,
bottom of the list.
"I really didn’t talk to
anyone who had been
burnt. ... There are parties
every night," he said.
Though promoters of
the chain say it is legal
because the letters are
exchanged in person,
Judith Ford, director of
consumer fraud for the San
County
Francisco
prosecutor’s office, said
participants can be
prosecuted for mail fraud,
and the chain’s originators
of
a
guilty
are
misdemeanor under
California Law.
Ford said the scheme
originally was promoted as
if it had been developed by
"humitarian
a
organization, and that was
not the case."
In addition, she said
her office was investigating charges that
the first 12 names on the
list were not 12 separate
people, but were instead a
few people using several
aliases. She said there have
been no arrests, and the

investigation is continuing.

Jerry Mander

She said she had interviewed 15 people who
had joined the chain, and
none had received more
than the $100 they hod
invested.

Student Union Ballroom
8 pm

"I’d like to warn people
that they are at some point
gong to do a disservice -Jo
their friends and families
by selling them these
letters,"
Ford
said.
"Sooner or later, you’re
going to run out of people
and money to buy them.’l
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sports
Spartans, Cal fence for first

tore

AL-

by John Scanlop

Spartan Wayne Behrens weilds the epee in recent fencing action.
hosts UC-Berkeley at 4 p.m. today in WG 101.

SJSU

By Mike Barnhart
Something has to give
today in the Northern
California Athletic Conference fencing race when
SJSU hosts CC-Berkeley at
4 p.m. in WG 101.
The Spartans and
Bears currently share the
NCAC top spot with 4-0
records and have defeated
common opponents.
California’s wins have
come against San Francisco State University, 22-5,
Sonoma State College, 32-4,
UC-Santa Cruz, 23-13, and
CSU-Sacramento, 13-5.
The Spartans have
defeated SFSU twice, 25-2
both times, UC-Santa Cruz,
26-10, and Sonoma State,
23-4.
Both teams will be

missing key performers.
Bear foilist Bruce
Jurgen, a U.S. Olympic
squad member, has been
ruled ineligible by the
NCAA, according to Chris
California
Dawson,
Inwomen’s Sports
formation Director.
The Spartans will be
missing woman foilist
Diane Knobhch who must
attend a field trip with a
class. Sharon Roper will
take her postition.
To make matters
worse,
Spartan
epee
performer John Myrden is
a doubtful participant. He
cut his right knee during
practice this week and
needed four stitches.
Ron Langer will start
in his position, says

Stickers face 2 Regional tests today
By Keith Kropp
SJSU’s women’s field
hockey team begins play in
the AIAW Western
’Regionals this morning
against Stanford. Game
time is 9 at CC-Berkeley’s
Kleeberger Field.
Following a six -hour
break, the Spartan stickers

its team the whole season.
However, Walter siad
Stanford will have to
generate an attack to
advance from Regionals.
In the Spartans’ and
Cardinals’ confrontation
earlier in the season, the
two teams battled for 66
minutes before Barb
Secola scored to give SJSU

will play their first night
game ever, a 5:30
showdown agianst the
Bears
of
California.
Tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. the
Spartans meet CSU-Long
Beach.
Spartan coach Leta
Walter said Stanford’s
defense is what has carried

Perfect league campaign
at stake for volleyballers
SJSU’s
women’s
volleyball team concludes
its home season tonight
with an 8 p.m. match
against Fresno State
University at Spartan
.Gym.
The Spartans and
Bulldogs have met once
this year, with the Spartans
winning three straight
games by convincing
Assistant cotilh Marti
Brugler expects a strong
effort from the Spartan
spikers, who according to
Brugler are aiming for a
perfect league season.
SJSU is coming off one
Of its toughest matches of

Judokas
to host
tourney
SJSU judo coach Yosh
Uchida believes his team
will win Sunday’s AAU Far
Western Championships in
Spartan Gym.
Uchida expects about
100 entrants, including
some Canadian judokas,
but he says none of the
other clubs or teams will
have enough quantity to
.,challenge the Spartans for
., the team crown.
.
The tourney begins at
11 a.m. Tickets cost $2 for
adults and $1 for students.
"We should do well,"
,Uchida said. "In fact we
should win, because the
.,others don’t have the depth
we have."
The tournament isn’t
.. important as its title may
indicate, Uchida says, but
SJSU is trying to improve
it.
One of the reasons for
the tourney’s low profile,
according to Uchida, is the
lack of a permanent site.
"It’s been held in
Fresno, Los Angeles and in
San Jose a couple of
times," Uchida said, "but
we want to keep it here.
"We hope to develop a
,
large tourney."
This year’s tourney
will include CC-Berkeley,
CSU-Hayward
and
numerous clubs competing
in men’s and women’s
divisions.

the season Tuesday night
against UC-Berkeley. The
Spartans won the match in
five games, the first time
that the spikers have been
extended to five games in a
conference match this
year.

Brugler indicated that
Fresno is a lot stronger
team than earlier in the
season. The SJSU coach
stated the team must do a
better job of hitting, which
was what the Spartans had
difficulty in doing Tuesday.

The pairings for the third
set will be determined by
the results of the first two
sets.
SJSU women’s coach
Terry Gregory believes his
squad will come back 3-0.
"I don’t plan on our
women losing a single
match or tourney all year,"
Gregory said. "We’re far
and away the best team on
the west coast

SJSU’s bowling team
opens Northern Caifornia
Intercollegiate Masters
League competition this
weekend at Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo.
The NCIMI, match is
the first of four to be held in
the 1978-79 season.
The league is comprised of 10 men’s teams
and eight women’s quads.

The SJSU water polo
team’s seven game winning streak will be in grave
danger tomorrow when the
it travels to UC-Berkely to
face the Bears in a morning
contest.
Later in the day, the
Cal Poly, SJSU, UCSpartans return "home" to
Gregory expects the
Davis, Santa Clara,
West Valley College to
Stanford, CC-Berkeley, women’s strongest com- oppose the number one
CSU-Fresno, CSU-Chico, petition to come from UC- team in the country,
Evergreen Valley College Davis and Cal.
Stanford, in a7 p.m. game.
The men’s team which
and Modesto Junior
SJSU has tested the
College field teams in the finished fourth in the water sagainst both teams
NCIMI. last year, will be earlier in the season,
men:s division.
All but Chico and Santa challenged by Davis, Santa dropping three of three to
Clara field women’s teams. Clara and Cal, according to the Bears and its only efGregory.
fort against Stanford.
The SJSU men’s team
"The four teams are
of Marty Schram, Carey always very even,"
Each team presents a
Brewer, Dave Hewitt, Gregory
explained. different problem as
Dave Wijtman, Kevin "Historically, any of the Stanford has the best fast
Johnson and Louis four could beat another on break team in the country,
La Verde bowls against Cal a a given day,"
according to Bear coach
Poly, Modesto and UCThe Spartans play one Pete Cutino, and the Bears
physical
great
Davis.
of the trio, Davis, this offer
’strength strength in the
The women’s quad of weekend.
-Whoever gets the hole area.
Kari
Holland, Sandy
Johnson, Marlene Ogawa, breaks probably will win,"
the
UC-Berkeley,
Liz Sylvia, Barb Walker Gregory said. "Cal Poly is defending NCAA water
and Sandi Wootton, meets bowling in its own house, so polo champs, and Stanford,
UC-Berkeley,
and they should be a good test are battaling for the top
Evergreen Valley College. for the men, too."
spot in the PAC-10 and will
meet head-on today and a
week from tomorrow.
Although the teams
have yet to meet in league
Juli Simpson shot a four under par 71 yesterday to play, the Bears put the only
lead the SJSU women’s golf team to a first round lead in blemish on an otherwise
the three day Stanford Invitational Tournament.
perfect seaosn for the
I.isa Goedecke was two strokes back in third place, Cards when they drew 10-10
while Carol Conidi shot an even par 75 to place fifth. Lisa in late September.
Baxter and Kelli Swank with 81 and 83, respectively,
With a 5-1 record in
rounded out the Spartan "A" squad.
league play, the Bears need
The four lowest individual scores enabled SJSU to
to split with Stanford to
take a three stroke lead over Arizona State University ensure themselves of a
with an even par 300. The University of Arizona was third
berth in the NCAA finals.
at 310.
Their single league loss
Placing seventh in the 15 team tourney was the
came to USC, which has a
Spartan "B" squad, led by Eva Emilsson’s 83 and Shelley
5-3 mark.
Flanagan’s 84.
"Obviously,
we’re
SJSU’s "A" squad tees off at 10:28 this morning while
the "B" team begins at 8:54 a.m. The Spartans won their primarily looking toward
the
Stanford
games, so
only previous tournament in early October at the Tucker
whatever happens against
Invitational in Albuquerque, N.M.

Golfers in first

VERICOLOR

Fountain
Downtown San Jose

294-1641

get "GASSED

surface this year, and was
devastating, particularly
Pommy
Macfarlane,
SJSU’s leading scorer this
season.
Walter pointed out that
tie games could be a factor.
In the round robin tournament, all ties will be
played out. The two teams
will play up to two, sevenand-a -half minute overtime
periods to break ties. If the
two teams are still tied,
they will then have a
penalty stroke off until a
wiener is determined.
According to Grog
Vlastelica, an assistant
coach, the goalkeeping will
be extremely important in
the tournament. Spartan
goalkeeper Barb Vella has
been effective this year,
but she has not been tested.
SJSU had only 46 shots
taken against them this
year.

hand:, full with Cal s
Scinenzato
Luigi
Semenzato, from Padua,
Italy, is a member of the
Italian National team.

their

D’Asaro has been
selected to coach the U.S.
team in next July’s PanAmerican games in Puerto
Rico. D’Asaro will be
joined by Csaba Elthes, of
the New York Athletic
Club.

at

SPARTAN
STATIONS
Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
7th Et Phelan 10th Et Taylor
245 Keyes 4th Et Williams

GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

VMS

WHAT ’S

800K?

Bowling match Poloists play
UC-Berkeley

for KODACOLOR

33

Thompson and Carlos
Uribe or Mark Decena
battle the Bears’ Pak Tam,
Daniel linteau and Andy
Heekin.
The SJSU epee squad
of Peter Schifrin, Wayne
Behrens and Langer take
on Chris Kellne, Mark
Castor and Rus Dykstra.
"Everybody is really
up for this match,"
D’Asaro said.
The sabre unit, in
is looking
particular,
forward to the match.
Richie Martinez, Scott
Knies and Donny Andrews
have competed in only one
of the Spartans’ four
matches because SFSU,
Sonoma and Sonoma didn’t
field sabre teams.
The three will have

)IIW

21 MINUTE DEVELOPINGE

I

a 1-0 win.
When the Spartans and
Bears square off at 5:30 it
wilt be the second time in
two weeks those two teams
have met. The Spartans
prevailed 3-1 last week.
The rematch between
the two teams figures to be
another tough contest.
According to assistant
coach Carolyn Lewis, Cal
possesses some fine individual players, particularly in Sheryl Johnson,
however the Bears do not
have the depth of SJSU.
Tomorrow’s opponent,
Long Beach State, will be
another tight battle. SJSU
also played the 49ers
earlier this season, with the
Spartans winning 3-1.
Walter expects a close,
well -played and wide-open
matches on Kleeberger’s
artificial surface. SJSU has
played on an artificial

Spartan coach Michael
D’Asaro, but Myrden will
suit up and play if the going
gets rough.
"This will definitely be
our women’s best test of
the year," D’Asaro said.
Cal’s women are led by
Hungarian Edit Kolos and
freshman Deenie Kinder.
We were looking to
get Kolos," D’Asaro said,
"but we lost her in
recruiting. She will be
tough to beat."
Despite the loss of
Knoblich, D’Asaro is
"confident Joy Ellingson
and Hope Konecny will win
four to five bouts between
them," to give the women’s
team a win.
In men’s foil, Spartans
Greg Massialas, Bobby
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SJSU happens," Cutino
said.
"I never take it easy at
the beginning of a game,
but I would like to use
everyone in tomorrow’s
game," he added.
The two games
tomorrow are the last for
the Spartans before they
head into the PCA A
playoffs next Friday and
Saturday.
Their seven game
streak has included two
wins over PCAA opponent
COP, although only one
counted toward the
seedings in the playoffs.
They finished 2-4 in league
play.
In their last game, a 148 win over University of
Santa Clara, Mark Whitmore scored a Spartan
single game high with eight
goals.
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SUNDAY
BOOK BUYING HOURS.
7.30P.M. - 900 PM
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SUN
100PM - 5.00PM
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Grid coach
lauds teams
By Chuck Hildebrand
It took a lot longer that head
coach I,ynn Stiles would have liked
Lot he thinks the SJSU football team
is finally approaching the potential
that led many observers to predict a
10-2 season this year.
"I’m proud of these players and
I’m proud to be their coach," Stiles
said of the gridders, who are 4-5
going into tomorrow’s 2 p.m. Pacific
Association
Athletic
Coast
showdown with University of Pacific
in Stockton.
"A mark of character is the fact
that the players have stuck together
and strived to improve themselves
each week even through adversity,"
Stiles praised.
All year they’ve shown
character and a desire to win and
now we’re finally eliminating the
mental mistakes."
Stiles lauded his charges for
regrouping against Fullerton State
after the Titans erased a 21-0 firstquarter Spartan lead. SJSU rallied
for a Leroy Alexander touchdown
and a Hugh Williamson field goal in
the final period to record a 30-21
triumph and improve its PCAA
record to 2-1.
Alexander, who rampaged for
105 yards on 14 carries in his first
extensive action of the season, was
named the Northern California
Offensive Player of the Week by
area sportswriters.
"It’s a real credit to Leroy."
Stiles said of the walk-on junior from
College of San Mateo. "He’s a very
determined athlete. He’s really
worked hard an he’s finally reaping
the fruits of his labor."
In Alexander, Jewerl Thomas,
Kevin Cole, Rand Willard and
James Tucker, Stiles says he has
five people that -when healthy give
us a good arsenal."
Cole, used in spots because of a
nagging leg injury, picked up 39
yards on just three carries to run his
club-leading total for the year to 669
yards on 115 tries.
Thomas upped his rushing
yardage to 578 yeads with 83 against
Fullerton and Willard added 43
along with sturdy blocking.
Stiles said a good portion of the
credit for the backfield’s progress
goes to the much-maligned offensive
line, which has solidified in the last
three games despite disabling injuries to starters Pete Angelidakis
and Bob Sims.
"Against Fullerton, the offensive line almost to a man graded
out over 80 percent," Stiles pointed
out. "Obviously we were able to run
on them and the line didn’t allow a
single sack."
Tackle Max Hooper, center Gil
Martinez and guard Mike Katolin
came in for plaudits from the
Spartan mentor. Katolin, in particular, was credited with "an
outstanding job" since stepping in
after Angelidakis’ season-ending
knee injury.
Stiles said the Spartans will be
venturing into a veritable lions’ den
tomorrow.
"UOP will certaily be up for
us," Stiles said. "It’s their
homecoming and a win will give
them an automatic share of the
PCAA title."
The Tigers haven’t won or
shared a league championship since
1947 when they went 10-1 and
claimed the California Collegiate
Athletic Association crown.

However, Stiles added that the
Spartans won’t be hurting for incentive either, since SJSU can cop a
share of the PCAA diadem with
victories tomorrow and against
Long Beach State Dec. 2.
"The game ought to be a real
brawl, you might say," Stiles said.
"They spoiled our homecoming last
year and we’d like to reciprocate."
Sties says the key to stopping
UOP’s attack is putting the clamps
on quarterback Bruce Parker.
Parker, a 6-1, 195-pounder from
Modesto, has completed 105 of 218
passes for 1,372 yards and 15 TD’s
this sesson. Tight end Mike House is
his most frequent target with 27
catches for 387 yards.
On the ground, the Tigers rely
on Richard Phillips and Leven
Quiller for the bulk of their yardage.
Phillips has accounted for 564 yards
on 110 lugs and Quiller has 541 on 526
tries.
Like SJSU, the Tigers are 4-5
overall but have a 3-1 PCAA ledger,
one-half game ahead of the Spartans.
Like SJSU, the Tigers are 4-5
overall but have a 3-1 PCAA ledger,
one-half game ahead of the Spartans. UOP boasts wins over Long
Beach State (14-0), Fullerton State
I 35-17 ) and Fresno State (27-7) and a

40-14 setback at the hands of Utah
State in PCAA outings.
Stiles says wide receiver-kick
returner Stan Webster won’t play
against UOP after sustaining a
slight shoulder separation against
Fullerton.
Defensive back James Richburg
is a questionable participant with a
knee ailment and offensive tackle
LT. Jackson also will be sidelined.
Frank Manumaleuna, the
Spartans’ linebacking stalwart who
missed the Fullerton game with an
ankle injury, will start against UOP
but probably won’t be 100 percent,
according to Stiles.
Cole, also suffering from knee
miseries, will be used in spots, Stiles
said.
Tomorrow’s contest is the 51st
renewal of a rivalry that started in
1921 when the UOP campus was
located in San Jose where Bellarmine Prep currently is situated.
SJSU holds a 26-20 edge in the
series, with four games ending in
ties. UOP upended SJSU 24-7 in
Spartan Stadium last year.
The game will be braodcast live
by KXRX 0500) from 30,000 seat
Pacific Memorial Stadium. Tickets
may be purchased until 5 p.m. today
in the athletic ticket office; prices
are $6.50 for reserved seats and $2.50
or students.

... The

HAVE A HAIR AFFAIR
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T-shirt
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California
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HORDES
OF
CORDS.

by John Scanlon

At top, halfback Jewerl Thomas catapults for yardage during the SJSU gridders’ 30-2 1 conquest
of Fullerton State last Saturday night.
Below, Leroy Alexander is shown picking up some of
the 105 rushing yards he tallied during the evening.
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LAST NIGHT
ADVENTURES today and y

day

WHO’ll STOP
THE RAIN
9:20
HUMPHREY BOGART IN

TREASURE OF
SIERRA MADRE
7.00

FRI-SAT LATE SNOW
ALICE
COOPER’S
WELCOME TO
MY NIGHTMARE

/

12.00 Isoth nights

visit
this unique
boutique

LIZ I)ID
I Ivoiwth
Markotal,/

The ilf.A1)
((All)
S 4th 2,14 411Mt,
20% off with this ad

a block from
campus
E. Santa Clara
N. 106
297-3562

CREATIVITY
SPOKEN
HERE

’Tons of them Gap cords
I .eviScords. Cords in lots of
colors and in every style and
size Student cords. Aduh cords
Hordes of cords.Thais the Gap
And. Gap cords are lust

SAT-SUN-MON
FESTIVAL OF MYTH MAGIC
AND PSYCHIC PHENOMENA

413119.0’;A
EDUARDO
THE HEALER
1811W. San Carlos
1092 Blossom Hill Rd.
San Jose, CA.

$50

CHAC
7.00, 10.00
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spartaguide
97 Live" dance will be
held tonight beginning at 10
in the Dinning Commons.
Admission is $1.
Theta Chi will sponsor
a T.G.I.F. tonight at 123 So.
11th St., in San Jose. Doors
open at 9:30p.m.
The student chapter of
the American Home
Economics Association will
host guest speakers
Carolyn Verweyst from
Whirlpool, and Career
Center
representative
Gladys Rohe today at 12:30
p.m. in Home Economics
115.

The Folkdancing Club
on campus will sponsor a
folkdance tonight, and
every Friday, in the
Women’s Gym, room 101. A
mini-class begins at 7:30
p.m. with open dance
beginning at 9. Beginners
welcome.
A meeting and picture
taking session for MEChA
will be held Monday at 4
p.m. in the Pachecco Room
in the S.U.
MEChA is hosting a
Thanksgiving
dinner
Sunday at Ca rmens
beginning at 4 p.m. $2 is to
be paid in advance of the

dinner.
A lecture discussing
cancer and nutritiion is
scheduled for Monday from
12:30-1:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room, The
Health Center is sponsoring the talk.
Speakers and cultural
performances
will
highlight a MEChA "Week
of Resistance" rally today
beginning at noon in the
S.U. Amphitheater.
Classical
guiatrist
Daniel Roest will present a
guitar recital today at 8:15
p.m. in the Music Building

Concert Hall. The concert,
which features the works of
Villa -Lobes,
Bach,
Tarrega, Ponce and other,
is sponsored by the Music
Department.
Philosophy
Prof.
Carolyn Black will read a
paper titled "More Pain"
in the Home Economics
Lounge at 3 p.m.
A talk on unaudited
financial statements will
be presented by a
representative from Hood
and Strong, sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi tonight. A
"social hour" proceeds the
8 p.m. meeting at the Los

Gatos Lodge.

at 3 in the Home
Economics Lounge, Room
100.

-Third World Women
Speak on Women" is the
topic of a panel discussion
Monday which will include
talks on the state of the
women’s movement. The
discussion which begins at
7 p.m. in the Washburn
Hall Lounge, corner of San
Salvador and 8th St., is cospondored by Women’s
Pride, Women’s Studies
Department and Women’s
Studies graduate students.

A noon meeting of the
German Language Club
will be held today at the

International Center, 360
So. Ilth St.

vanced tickets are on sale
for the event, sponsored by
Spartan Ouoeci.

Phaze II will headline a
Saturday evening dance in
the
SJSU
Ballroom
beginning at 9:30. Ad-

Akbayan Filipino Club
is holding a meeting today
at 1:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room,

3rd World women topic of panel
An
open
panel
discussion entitled "Third
World Women Speak: On
Women" will be held
Monday, at 7 p.m. in the
lounge of Washburn Hall.

A
Philosophy
Department sponsored
student-faculty colloquium
is scheduled this afternoon

"Teaching
Women’s
Studies," Women’s Pride
and the Women’s Studies
department, the discussion
is designed to facilitate
communication between
women of all ethnic
backgrounds.
Although there will be
an agenda, it will be

Sponsored by graduate
students of a secondary
education
course

flexible and serve as a
guide for participants in
defining goals and
highlighting interests of the
participants in the panel.
Interested persons are
advised to call Karen
Hostetler
277-2187) or
Roberts Ahlquist Cane
277-3362

classifieds
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would

like

everybody

to

to

welcome

WARHEAD

DAYS

BENGE

TRUMPET

Silver model

35 Medium large bore Mint
cond w case. S400 9922789

LOOKING for someone who enooys
with
work one
clew
ed
materials, likes responsibility
and

DENTAL

STUDENT

4 ONL Y
Post War vending machines, 3
cog . I candy Smaller size All

PLAN

NOW!!
For
in
ENROLL
formation call A S office or 371

automotive

work tine
mirrored

6811
Session

New Fall
School

BALLET

of

Eutratia

at

Ballet
near

classes,
College age
campus Beg. In?. Adv. Come
see our new studio 1461 Park

Jim Harper,
Program at

Co op Education
Sullivan.
or
Kevin
377 3370,
Marketing Director at (408) 246
1991. New England Lite. of

DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
1 D CARD If we don’t have it.

SQUARE
ADULT
DANCING. Come loin the fun

No previous dancing necessary
Open house Nov. 6, 13. 20. Juan
of
corner
School,
Cabrillo
Cabrillo and San Tomas Expy .
Info..

7.30 10prn

.141 4164
Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs 30 50 people attend

SJSI)

any given meeting which are
held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of

usually

social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and relevent social
is particularly
Sac paw
is _
iust coming out or ;yam to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
.stay apart. Be all you can be
issbeS.

GSU

attend!! All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at Born.
10 SCreativity Night Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art.
10 12 Rap Group Relationships.
10 19 David Steward speaker on
S.C.

the

Relations

Human

America,

South

New Zealand, mainland China
on Europe and much

Skiing

Wed., Nov I. the Hyatt
House. 1740 N. 1st St. San Jose,
8 p.m. For more into., or free
more

Adventure

contact.

catalog,

5540

Center,

Ave.
College
14151 654

CA 94618,

Oakland.
1879.

SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
Activities
share them with.

THE

include

hiking,

backpacking,

parties

climbing.

and

cross

country skiing. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m. in the SO
10/31
Room
Guadalupe
Halloween Party:
11/11
or
Island.
Backpacking?

end,

new paint,
photos, exc
102, Mike

Moulder Rm

11/5

Angel

18

Sierra

12/1 3

Back

73’

610

DATSUN

Good

Mileage

Must sell

71’ V W Bug Super Beetle Esc
cond Must sell Cali 238 1187
’71 TOYOTA CELICA Great cond
really goes! New tires. car

’65 DATSUN
and trans.

’73

IMPALA 2dr custom coupe
Vinyl top, power everything
coed,
Ale, AM track
Eke
52,150 739 3194 after 5 30 p m

’65 CHEVY I /1 ton F leetsode P.0
with shell 230 6 stick, radio and
5800 firm
heater, good coed
356 8927 eves

furniture, scrap glass, paper,
metal. etc ’51 Chevy 2 1,2 ton 2
axle, dual rear wheel
spd
flatbed w,cage. 5700/130

Will

consider terms Am easy to deal
With 998 8188
’68 DODGE VAN Rebuilt engine.
AM/FM cassette err" speakers
LB. sun root, carpet. more
Asking SI.500, will bargain 379

’75 HONDA 4601. good cond Asking
5800 or best offer. 374 3227 atter
101 m
’66 Mustang 289. 3 speed

Classic

Many extras Dependable 51500
call 247 1858
72 Pinto Runabout auto trans. very
good cond new brakes, gas tank
OK after 6 247 2332
"56 OLDS Holiday New tires and
shock, Engine in good shape
In
Carb
needs adjustment
tenor upholstery

needs work

excellent
Body
and
trim
5750/best offer 2218461

for sale

Your insurance needs
AUTO, HOME.F IRE. HE ALT H
If you are not already wo
State
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient for you
on campus, your home or rny
Office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
MORY
money CALL
253 327701 4463649

STAR.

START

SEMESTER RIGHT, 76
MGB OD, AM. FM. 17,400 mi.
excellent $1450 form Call Ron

statistical results Call 14151 591
3073"

or
WANT 2 tickets to Dylan concert

Joan

17071

5380921,

Santa

Rosa

Name a price Call Al, 277 3463
BED and BOX SPRING, full lite, $IO
ea Bedding SI 3,plece 578 8015

2905
295

eves
SHREDDED foam rubber

65 cents

be better p ists
are already in
strument rated or working on it
Now you can benefit from on

WANTED TO BUY Dolls from 1960’s
to Antique 371 1363

strurnent training on our Pacer

’78

MAJORS
you

II flight simulators Join our
simulator club at a low Student
rate and train tor SI an hr solo
.Call now for more information

TGIF Party F roday 9 30 1 V at
11th St Music
Theta Cho 1052
by "Hit and Run"
HOW would you recOgnize the
F ree
Bible
rtleSSiahs
course
No
correspondence
obligation 997 3087

background
Salary open. ed
pref err ed. ma 3716 for ape?

retirement

IS it true that "knees" that look
athletic
score
better
than
"pits?" Ask Mr Shorts

include full medical insurance,
plan, and tuition

I NEED a ode to Si

waiver for university courses
Application deadline
11,7 78

NEED household help in Willow
Glen area
Experienced and
references 53 hr Call 767 5917
after 3 p m

BATMAN I don’t associate nor do i
acknowledge
CREEPS
IN
TIGHTS
bOther
Go

Applications

and resumes to
SJSU Personnel Office, 175 S
Seventh St San Jose. CA 95192
An
EOE/Allormatove
Ac
lion/Title IX Employer

A THERAPEUTIC day care center
for
emotionally
disturbed
children.
29,
needs
ages
volunteers Morning hours 9 1,

EARN 54 an hour take home pay
doing odd lobs on Saturdays.
Call 251 8003

or afternoons 17 304 30. Mon
Thurs
Fri,
102
Zonta
Children’s Center 195 3581

P,T positions as a radio/telephone
operator
Mon
20hrs/wk

Call Dr

become

grad

Hdqtrs

SJSU

at

775

Percent 567.000 Eves. 965 3794
1917. S550 Van Gruisen and

Son. Liverpool. 249 5966 or 256
5377
NOKKORMAT FT. black body with

District,

6587

Santa

Blvd .S.1

and

Students

preferred

aggressive.

articulate,

All

Aplicants

hungry

minded

EARLY

MOO
RINGS and WEEKENDS, OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon, thru Fri
8:30 am to S pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
2398 Walsh ave.,
241 2563

Santa Clara

FEMALE

help
for
pleasant
handicapped lady. Hrs. flexible
Alcoa Sather 249 7575.

FLEXIBLE

Hours,Good

Aidesz Ord

SA 50/hr

Pay.
LVN’s

RN’s STV’hr
Some
experience required Call 287
1719 for app?
New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave. Santa Clara

FEMALE lead singer seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz
and pop. 40 R
Teresa 354 0150

and

B

with

800/874 7599
In Florida call
collect 904/3760561. 1505 N.W
16th Ave., Gainsville, Fl 37604

levels For details, send self
addressed, stamped. long en
velope to Teaching. Box .,49,

ADDRESSERS

wanted

Park
TO

requ. 274 1858 aft/eve

cooking Call 976 2362 after 6

university

Love.

environment

This

2

GIVE theGiftonly YOU can gove
Portrait
beautiful
color
someone

you love
Paulson 11 269 7937

THE -world" has come to San Jose!
Be part of,? share a living and

Call

a
to

JOYCE G HOW THE HELL R VAT
Saw ya In the DC Fri Nov. 3.

experience.

Remember Health Sc,. at 13VC?
Royce
LOOKING!
STILL

Knowledge of ANSI COBOL,
FORTRAN. PL/I,
RPG, an

residency are being taken new
for the spring semester Visit us

no.327.

Assembler,
programming

at 360 S 11th S Street or call 277
3690 or 279 4575 Take your place

structured
techniques. and

medical
plan,

in the world at the SJSU
ternational Center

tuition

waiver

for

university courses

Applocation

deadline

Application

11:7/78

Action/Title

SINCERE guy, whote. 25, want to
meet Oriental and Latin girls.
wanting you at 923 3241 at? 7

BRIAN Quack wears hiking boots
while de .o dancing on his 715t

interior just painted 5 17th St
1.400/rno 2629379

insurance. retirement

and

ARE there any PanaMenian citizens
at SJSU? Melva 277 2151

In

UNFURNISHED 2 large Bdrm
Sleeping
porch
LB/DR
(new)
W,stove
and
Refrig

all

TIM

your

HAPPY

laundry

ironing.

Wash/fluff

TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is on!! We
represent all the options W.th no
bias Let us help you with your
plans It costs you nothing extra

needs

to work with

and/or

folded

7I5t iooi.

Travel

dry,

hung
cents, lb

40

etc

travel.

Reports, papers, letters,
Reasonable Call Sandy al

286 8675

FREE

a Financial Aids Information
System
Management
in
a
This
university environment
full time temporary position 17

ler rn

sonalized

Cobol programming ex per oence.

organized

a bachelor’s degree with a
male? in A computer related

experienced
ffing

and

Clear.
from
instruction

Happy

26th

May

ATLAS
BOOKSTORE

your

papers

8 pm
PRESS
AND
Offset printing

and rubber stamps Gay and
feminist books and records and

chemistry
Photographic
beyond
produce
emulsions
belief Love. the spud and to

periodicals 330 5 3r11 289 1088

classes

teachers
Advanced

GRUMPY

Begin
levels

No need to doubt me I
An

Contact
5540

Oakland.

CA 94618

7000

iCount approximately 30 timers arkl spaces tor each lento
Each

3 anes
4 lines

(ellent reader Will train 03/hr

5 Imes

between 37 p m

4719

Call Mrs Spencer at 257 1809

drawers 3 mos old. $700
color IV Call 289 1877
channel

24’

trans

mobile
CO
Radio Shack T RC 452

receiver
with antenna and able Superb
condition S75 or best offer Call
Gene at 2778518
FOR SALE New Ciao Moped Run,
morel , looks sharp Great for
city travel 170 Plus rriPs1 5450 Or
IV Call Trisha 797 8441 eves

JOBS
OVERSEAS
time
Europe.

Summer -full
S
America,

day
dl 50
.1 00
2 50
300

Olin.,

50

sightseeing Free into Wrote
International Job Center, Box
4490 SB Berkeley Ca 94704

appointment

Frye

Donal

days
2 20

days
2 40

days
2 50

day
35

2 75

1 90

300

3355

3 40

3 50

3 25
3 75

3 90

3 50
400

35

50

50

50

50

days
2 00
2 50
3 00

Address

Mmirnion rhree Dries One Day
Semester male (ell issues) 82500
ijier k

in

Four

Ea, 0 additional hne add

Australia. Asia. etc All fields,
expenses paid.
0500 1200 mu

COLLEGE students needing over
s100 per week for part time
work F lex only hours, must be
neat, have lam and phone Call
Fuller Brush Co 243 1121 for

Three

One

Must he ex

115 750. 1 dr
9.000
Tiles. new tires, 01.650 Call 245

YAMAHA

SOFA, matching chair and chest 4

40

MATURE
student
to assist
in
teaching
remedial
reading.
approx
070
hrs wk
M F

car

Classitupriun
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Help Wanted

Automotive
Fru Sate

ost and Found
Proxonaik

I

ioseil

s

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
MIN

College

Ave

(415) 654

S5 50 JMJ Photography. 20 Paso
de San Antonio. San Jose 293

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES--

or free

Adventure

PASSPORT and I 0 SPECIAL Two
121,0 color or lour 141 black and
white Reg $750
With ad Only

cup all kinds IBM
Corr Select Blossom Hill Area
Call Kathie 578 1316

sim

For more info

catalog.
Center.
1879

Typing 70 ems

still
love
you
Happy
noversary Love. your cutoe

TRAVEL
Himalayan

Asia. South America
New Zealand. mainland China
Skiing on Europe and mUch
more Wed, Nov 1, the Hyatt
House, 1740 N Ism St San Jose.

264 1758
MS

SIOUX,
ASTROLOGY CLASSES. Learn to
interpret
calculate
and
per
in
small
horoscopes

ADVENTURE

Mr Ka.

Humane Sor iety of SC 296 7830

mos) requires at least 7 years of

TUTOR WANTED
My two dauohters seek female
tutor for high school courses

Reports,

Travel
William St

Charter

trekking. Overland OS ped ition in

academic

manuscripts Barbara Weiman

IF YOU have love to give there are
dogs and cats who need it at the

personals

travel

6prn, Sat . 10am 3pm

Sete,

typist
Correcting Selec hoc typewriter
Call Andrea. 923 4717"

I

find

444 E

PRESENTATION

TYPING

PROGRAMMER ANALYST,
San Jose State University A
opportunity
to
par
unique
toc mate on the implementation of

to

(10th and W,llmams sts . down
front Togo’s,. San Jose. CA
95112 14081297 1613 M F. Itans

Love You. Nancy

TEMPORARY

Hard

Company
Specialists

Thesis, research papers,
IBM

agent.

available

books. Luggage, maps. back
pa ks and other travel aids
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers. etc Fast spry
/Scents, pg Sheila, 7799125

etc
Experienced
Inc Eve 2014683

travel

Identity
Card
Youth
Hostel. Student flights to ASIA.
Africa, Asutraha and Middle
Charter
East from Europe.
flights
to
Hawaii,
Mexico)

793 7728
TYPING

..

services

Laker’s
"Sky
Train "
All
charters Eurail
Pass
Br Oral! International
Student

Pillows, blankets. rugs, sleeping
bags, leathers, suedes, hats
One day service Open Rh 30,
Mon Sal ACE LAUNDRY, 8th
and E William Ines? to Togo’s,

"EXPERT

Barb and Vat
DEAR

FOUND Calculator 2278803

trawl

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount. For

HAPPY 32 Brenda T
Gladyour
plants are thriving on your B D

IX

Employer

papers,
letters,

Call Barbara
Morgan. 752 2068 (No calls after
9 300 m please,

TYPING

birthday

lost and found

ACCURATE,

alterations, mending, washing,

learning culhoal experience at

appropriate

287 2108
Brand new SOfin IWO
Still
in
great sound!
way,
original boxes list 560 ea most
sell 545 ea Jan 296 9875

SPEAKERS

bell/8811m etc

John

INTERNATIONAL
SJSU’s
CENTER.
Applications
for

Bachelor’s degree with a major
in a computer related field or

CLARION 30 watt power booster.
equalizer. 3 mos old. 585 Allan,

resumes, etc Correct form and
eclotong
Turabian,
Camp

Simmons>. 226 8498.

043 50/wk
share.
per
week
single. 202 So. 11th St 293 7374

FAST,

RELIABLE
Term
theses,

reports,

It was a great
dance How would you like loge?
together sometime? Joe (Gene

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals, fireplace.
color TV. kitchen, maid serv ,
piano, game room. parking, 132

Sanyo TP 727 syPock cart. 5180
reg , now S100

up 297 3957
TYPING

TO LYNN I The Cat)

responsible position requoresal

I irmative

call Stephanie at (415) 497 3897,
as soon as possible

had

and
SHINE!’
Wake up
Service Can’t get up or don’t
hear the alarm? Lotus wake you

A E

DEMO SALE ESS Amt IB. 5900
req . 5650/pr
Pickering 0A3
headphones. $40 reg . now 575

theses,

IBM
Jove. 764

Ken
Now
recom
the incredible MPM

Custom Speaker Systems

’RISE

Valley? If you’re there, maybe
you! Nov 018 S?13 103

SAN

State
University.
A
unique
opportunity to work on Business
Applivamlons
Systems
in
a

shoppers are here! Dan, 14131

STANFORD University Research
ob
Group needs classroom
servers for school in San Jose
We will train you but you need a
canon trans to school For info .

ever

papers,

Coo, last

for

mending

manuscripts.

SelectroC

TREE

food, quiet study hrS. S130/.0
Call 279 9473 anytime

Business Applications, San Jose

reports,
1019

Bringer.
Flower
the
for
happiest
Thankyou
I

term

TYPE

women 247 7486

ROOM AND BOARD, 1 blk. from,,
campus. 155 So 11th St Great

731

657 4400. ext SOO

come in at 245 E Santa Clara
Contact Carolyn or Ron

I

WHO will survive the end of the S C.

and resumes to SJSU Personnel
Office, 125 5. Seventh Street, San
Jose, CA 95192, An E0E/A1

NEED immediately, a full time
nutrition minded person to work
food service at Sun ’N Soil
Natural Foods Call 2878087 or

awesome Pledge Mom! Love
your twins. Annette and Marion

to 1pm. Whole I attend class Ref

preferred Salary 51,411 S1,699
per month Benefits include full

Demonstrate nationally
you
famous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart
HURRY!! Xmas

Ask

birthday

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

For more
prices anywhere.
info. price quotes. call 755 5550.
My, 310, anytime weekends

Experienced on reports,
theses. resumes
Prompt see
voce with accuracy guaranteed
IBM Se. 11 .227 9525

DEBBIE Pioske is the world’s most

and board, I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and

Lawn Service, Sunnyvale
4443.245 4920

uccileaannedrawdv’’icneY sokylsItaet".Met"low’ Seestt

TYPING

Graduate with Child to

share 2 bath house with same
Pets OK No drugs. 225 3950 eve

DEAREST

PHONE SOLICITE R. S6/hr to start
Green Thumb
Eves.. wknds

warranty, plus an Wien.’ S Yr
labor
Free record

MORRIS
FEMALE

your

Parts and

247 2504,

308 OOPM most evenings

MEOW, Happy 19th
birthday. you old lady you!
IlleglErni Kon carborundumi

housing

at

Carol

Call

TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc
Experienced and last
Phone
28911674

KATZ

I AM a single father with a young
son In exchange for free room

297 1401w 117 2151
BABY SI T TING. someone to babysit
6 moo old child on my home
(near Eastridge) Mon wed 9 am

business
University
Or
aP
plications
experience
is

8350
Dallas,

THE

plete.

ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever Men and

American

127,

Success Method also discussed
for men and women SIO cow

HEY. PAUL, Happy Birthday from
the Markham Hall odd wing
gang of 3rd floor

is

lowest prices. 287 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home.
can. Stage. Or studio TVs. VCRS.
videogames. projection TV All
with
full
Items
new
mfg

questions about your colors and
style
answered
Dress
for

1st Call Shannon, 998 0503

ENTERPRISES

consumer electronics buying
service with the widest selection
Of the highest I ideloty at the

colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thong is yours and what isn’t, all

vocalist
wanted
to
accompany songwriter/guitar

Service
nutrition

CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUDIO

make up colors, personal style
description, how to use your

T V. kitchen. mad servs piano, game
room, parking, 537 per week
share, $45 50/wk single. 202 So.
11th St. 293 7374

Base
Management
Data
Systems are highly desirable.

Service,

You finally Made it! Happy
Only 10 more

weeks Love always. Brian

San Diego. CA92127
FEMALE 2/2 children. (school age)
seeking hse, SJSU area Melva

immediately! Work at home, no
eke necessary. Ear pay Write
Suite

analysis.
(your
color
Sonal
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of 5001,
fabric and metal suggestions.

FEMALE

TEACH OVERSEAS: All fields, all

years
of
COBOL
experience,
a
Programming

Moorpark Ave. 293 0112.

Food
should be

models Give us a listen before
making that final decision We’ll
change your mind For more
info. call 866 8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee. MPM

a per

and portfolio detailing

belated birthday

8887

Study Programs. Call Jim Dee
at Totaltape. Inc Toll Free 1

least

STUDENT NURSES
Part and toll time. Pick your
days
and
shifts.
American
Registry
of
2444
Nurses.

BEBES

prefer, select from our standard

084 1647

voice impediment. I like music,

positions

in

speakers for stereo. musical
instruments, and PA We build
to your specifications within a
pr e range you choose. Or if you

PERSONAL image Consultant YOu
receive,, 7 hour consultation

concerts and love 6 blocks from
campus Brian, 298 2308

Auto

as
well
as
knowledgeable on the subject of
nutrition Call Ron Or Val at 707

C P A/L S A T Cassette Home

either

part time

2

available

students o.k. Need sales reps for

15 to 20 hrs per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
Simple math and available to

parties
Hartsell,

Slate

and Restaurant have a full time
JOBS BIG MONEY:
Accounting. Law or Pre Law

FOR
CASH
Be
an
Inventory
Taker.
We
have
several permanent part time
positions available for Pe91919
looking for year round extra
income, Work on the average of

Mrs

SUN N SOIL NATURAL Food Store

2101
PART TIME

COUNT

Interested

IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craffmanship All this plus
an Unlimited
warranty
We
Specialize
in
custom
loud

Accurate.
and
Reasonable too Try me on West
San Jose Please call Patty at

I AM seeking a companion. I am
handicapped and have a minor

AssociatiOn, 80 Saratoga Ave.
247 1100. EOE

and 10. would like to exchange
free room and board tor oc
casional sitting and cooking. 225

35rrirn 12 8 lens, 5710 3718088

help wanted

holidays
contact

California

SINGLE father with two daughters.

MPM

CARTER 263 4575

Patient and Wailing More
info please Bubbles II think?)

7976799

stereo

up All work accurate and proof
read IBM Selectroc II KITTY

76

PHONE

Private

AND
CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION SI page and

DEAR

telephone manner and willing 10
work
nights,
weekends.

Teresa

the sc len". bldg I

TYPING Fast.

requests in dispat
thing emergency road service
Must
have
vehicles
geed

5.08/hr Apply Oak Grove School

Paulson .31269 7937

on weekends

Asbury Ca11998 1978

recording

CUSTODIAN needed for full and
part time positions, day and
eve shifts avail. Salary $163

or come by 127 E San Salvador
St
in
downtown
S J
BERKELEY I 1 block up front

TYPING

mayor

BERKELEY

soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography. call John

Group SIO,ino
520,mo Call 2075946

FOREVER
Garza

hours

Now serving the SJSU campus
from 5pm epm ME and 105

didate

SUZY. Happy Birthday! Be good.
OKO? S
Jr
will love you

Al

session

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can

STREAKER! DAR TH VADER

HELP

’ BERKELEY os
to announce its final

WEDDING
for
a
PHOTOGRAPHER, Images by
John are expressions of love

LOOKING

from Santa

Crut one day a week
Snyder, 777 3165

YOU,

pleased

add,

and schedule a FREE demo
"ride" Air Simulator Training
Reid Hillview Airport
Center
9766730

University business applications
experience is preferred Salary
$1,411 51.699 per month Benefits

793 3332

lb 293 2954
whether

AERO

cost of

END FUN!! Earn in 7 days
most do on S. Sat Sun 0100
Ii i easy Customers come to

STAFF

sun.

5394

the

WI E
w

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND

WHAT IS IT? Find out 6
at
Medson’s
a week
days
Mopeds. 87 S Autumn St 797
’9425. South of Downtown Oat

Ballet, Scottish, Modern
’ Park Ave. Santa Clara

a*

garage.
percent

75231

MOPED

52

financing

Lane.

Farm. call for an appointment

daily.

to

Detached
campus. 90

55 62 hr

0849

Gottschalk’s
now
Call
Flight Center, 923 4171

Ballet,

FOR SALE Good Value! 1 Bdrm
has separate dining, family rm,

work

FREE MONEY
Truck pays for
itself quickly Use it to haul

technoclues are highly desirable

detailed

All

’eoF"
BERKELEY
Typing Needs

services

Position involves receiving and

w/’72 1600 engine

Ext gas mileage.
very cheap to run Make offer.
Call Scott at 269 3392

Don

of

354 5409

vinyl top. 52.200. 253 3070

S13/hr. Least expensive way to
get Mat coveted pilot license and

ACADEMY

All extras

Call

peting. Air conditioning, black

wet tech and save BIG money
Example
1975 Cessna ISO’s.

PLEASURABLE Oral
"UNIQUE
Exam
Preparation
Builds
confidence and command of

cond

evenings

PIANO

Don’t
PILOTS and Student Pilots
get stuck with Hobbs time, Fly

S

excellent

fireplace

Good cond SI.300
Call 238 1187

Packing, Skyline to sea

fly with the eagles. Largest club
in Calif. MANY SJSU members
and instructors. Call our Reid
Hillview branch for full info.

74 Volvo station wagon

Walk

TRAVEL
ADVENTURE
FREE
PRESENTATION.
Himalayan
trekking, overland expedition in
Asia,

top

rebuilt
cond

campus

Africa,

TV UHF ,VHF. IV. works good. S42.
shotgun. 17 GA 6 shot. never
fired, 585. typewriter. Royal

easy chair. green. SIO 990 8188

Sunroof,

thorough

available Call DONN IC E .41292
0986

Paperwork for purchasing and
Special ordering Train for Asst
Teachers
Supply
Mgr
at.
House. permanent 40 hr wk .

use. S65,ea 998 8188

specials.

Hooker

Potluck.

10 26

’Commissions

ap

we’ll help you Oct $1 Be on our
private Mailing list for monthly

$2,150?

YOUNG

Are

electric. not cheaply made. good
machine.
S90.
5 cabinet
typewriter stand, 510. semi OK

’70 CYCLONE GT Hi Po 429 4 spd
411 poso. meas, creme. oily,
Holley. Mallory. Hurst, Sun

course! EEOC An/F

Santa Clara.

STUDENT

SPECIAL

PART TIME

monthly. Call Dr

shoulders

precoating well Fun to have and
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 461 5
Bascom Ann, San Jose, CA
2985625
2900621
or
95128

Ave Si 241 1300
work. .Set your own
hours Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average $100 5500

Round
fronts

do

field or appropriate experience
knowledge of ANSI COBOL and
structured
programming

Prers

Deadline two deo en., to Pobltzenon
coneeciim publication dotes oils
No refunds on cancelled oak

aM111
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Author says
ads seduce
(Continued from Page’ I)

hand must be up the
back of the girl’s dress.
The girl is shown
"The mother had to
have given some t)pe of
stumulation," Key said,
in explaining the
giggling. "And obviously she did. So we
have the answer to
’Does she or doesn’t
she She still does."
"You ask, is it
I subliminal images)
really there?" Key said.
"It’s an extremely hard
question. I laid down
and watched the clouds
for an hour. There’s a
lot of filthy things going
on up there. You’re
putting it image) there.
It’s not easy to tell
fantasy from reality."

"We laugh at this,"
Key said, "but this is a
business
serious
production. Millions of
dollars are invested in
this capital profit."

In a $3 million
Johnny Walker Black
Label Scotch ad, all the
reader thinks he sees is
one glass with five ice
cubes in it. One ice cube
rests beside the glass.

In the Miss Clairol
ad and in the Howard
Johnson’s "clam plate"
placemat, appeals are
made to some of our
other desires.

Within these ice cubes,
and with a blow-up of
the ad, there are ac15 different
tually
figures, some with faces
contorted in agony, a
skull and cross bones,
and even a monster with
outstretched arms. A
castrated penis tops off
the scene. That, explained Key, is an ad
that appeals to our
subdued death wishes,
nightmares and selfdestructive wishes.

In this Miss Clairol
ad, the mother, or we
assume she is the
mother, is lifting up the
little girl’s dress
slightly. Her right hand
is touching the girls
hands, but what
bothered Key was,
where was the mother’s
left hand. A study of
positions shows her

i a d"They
vertisers ) have one
criterian: if it sells, it’s
good. Whether it’s good
or bad, morally), they
couldn’t care less."

Library conducts term paper clinics
Term paper clinics,
designed for student unfamiliar with library
research, will be given in
the SJSU library beginning
Monday.
Basics of research,

Ethics code added
to A.S. guideli? nes
(Continued from Page 1
Paul
Councilman
Boneberg backed the code.
"I don’t think it’s too
much to ask that people
abstain when they have
strong commitments to an
organization," he said.
Trippi pointed out that
the code of ethics, an idea
first suggested by A.S.
Attorney Bob Fulton, will
not apply during budget
time next semester
because if it did they

V.P. responsibilities enlarged
) Continued from Page 11
In essence, the role of
the EVP will be to carry
major responsibility for
most non-academic functions relating to the
university.
This change is in line
with what several other
universities, including UCBerkeley. have tried to
accomplish, according to
Fullerton.
Guttormsen has lost
two areas of responsibility
in the reorganization: plant
operations and budget.
A change made this
summer was to remove
plant operations and
facilities from Guttormsen’s office and place

ning into each other," the
president commented.
The role of surrogate
president will be handled
by
Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns,
she said.
Guttormsen
was
unavailable for comment.

The two hour clinic
additionally will deal with
what Reynolds calls a term
paper "search strategy."
The strategy consists of
determining which sources
one should concentrate on
for a particular topic.
As examples, according to Reynolds, if
statistics and recent information are needed,

contemporary periodicals
should be used. Older books
can be utilized for an
historial piece.
Reynolds emphasized
the clinic is for students
who have just begun to do
library research.
Sign up sheets are
available at the General
Reference Desk, second

Auxiliary Enterprises, the
"landlord" of Spartan City, has
initiated eviction proceedings
against a one-bedroom unit resident
who is allegedly violating contract
regulations, according to Spartan
City
Coordinator
Barbara
Williamson.
Another one-bedroom resident,
who resident reports indicate is
breaking regulations by living in
Spartan City without a wife, has
given notice that he will move out,
she added.
Spartan City, SJSU’s low-cost
student housing facility, designates
48 one-bedroom uits to married
students and 100 two-bedroom units
to couples or single parents and
children.
The eviction follows an in-

The one-bedroom resident in
question has been served a third
notice asking for evidence that the
proper persons are living in the
apartment, but has not yet
responded, according to Williamson.
If the tenant remains uncoopearative, the matter will go
through CSUC Chancellor Glenn
Dumke, the Attorney General’s
office in San Francisco and finally
through the county sheriff’s office,
which carries out evictions.
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The first clinic will be
Monday at 1:30 p.m. Thirty
spots are available in each
of the three meetings.
According to Reynolds,
about 50 spots are still
open.

vestigation of resident claims that
single men are rooming together,
couples without children are living
in the units reserved for families and
"house guests" are becoming
permanent inhabitants of certain
apartments.

author of
"The Last Unicorn"
and
"A Fine and Private Place’
will sign autographs at

C-‘11

floor, Center Wing of the
library. The clinics will be
held in library Central,
room 306.

Spartan City resident
evicted by ’landlord’

council could never get the
two-thirds majority it
needs to allocate funds.
The vote to adopt the
code was 11-1 with three
abstentions.
In other action Wednesday, the AS. Council:
Granted $499 to the
campus Iranian Students
Association of San Jose for
a lecture Nov. 20 in the S.U.
Ballroom by Margaret
McQuade. A member of the
U.S. People’s Committee
on Iran, McQuade visited
Iran last month and will
report on what she saw in
that riot-torn country.
The allocation is the
first to come out of the
Emergency Allocations
Account established by the
council Nov. 1.
Allocated $99 to Theta
Chi Fraternity to help it
finance a Christmas party
to benefit the Santa Clara
County Children’s Center.

PETER S. BEAGLE

College
Bowl
brewing
A new Spartan team is
in the making-one that will
academics
emphasize
rather than physical
strength and coordination.
Sarah Davis, a senior
adin
recreation
ministration, is organizing
a SJSU College Bowl team
that will, she hopes, get
into regional competition
this spring.
An exhibition match is
scheduled Nov. 30 in the
Student Union Ballroom
four
adbetween
ministrators and members
of the Associated Students.
On the day of the
exhibition game and on
Dec.
1,
campus
organizations can register
for intramural competition
that that will determine
who represents SJSU in
later regional, national and
international competition,
Davis said.
College Bowl was a
quiz game televised for
years on network T.V. It
went off the air in 1970 but
in recent years interest in
starting it up again has
grown. Davis said.
SJSU’s first regional
College Bowl competiton
will be against Stanford in
the spring, according to
Davis’ schedule.

of the universitys’ financial
affairs,
especially
knowledge of the budget,"
Coursey said, adding that
the three-man budget office would be moved to
Tower Hall.
Fullerton said the
changes were necessary to
"make clear the lines of
responsibility."
Under the old system,
lines of authority were
often blurred, she said.
"It was like in baseball
when three fielders go after
a pop fly and end up run -

it under new Associate
Executive Vice President
J. Handel Evans.
Another change has
been to remove the budget
office from under Guttormsen’s purview and put
it directly under Fullerton
under budget officer Will
Coursey.
Coursey said his duties
would remain the same but
would report directly to
Fullerton instead of Guttormsen.
’The president wants
good, intimate knowledge

such as use of reference
books, card catalogs,
periodical indexes, will be
discussed, according to
Reynolds,
Judy
bibliographic instruction
coordinator.
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SINCE 1893

Simply the Bents
purest, finest
cigarette papers
money can buy.
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return flight

1613’

Daily,direct flights L.A. to London
Hundreds of seats available
For information call (213) 646-9600
For up-to-the-hour seat availability call (213) 646-9850
For detailed brochure write Laker Airways Lid
6851 West Inverrai Highway Los Algeies CA 90045
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You were down
to half a jar of peanut butt
hen Dad’s check arrived.

this week
MARK HALL AMITIN
Visions for a changing Theatre

,00.

or _ aceroo.
ow,
oak
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EVERYDAY, in Student Union
lpm-3pm
$1 Students, $2 General
Register in A.S. Business Office

Discussions
THEATRE LABORATORY VICICAl.’S
FREE, SD 224, 8pm

.
..k.V64 ’A-ZN

Performance
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A STUDY OF AVANT-GARDE THEATRE
ASPB
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Now comes Miller titre.

Workshops

Of one of the Workshop (
Sat. November 11, Rpm
University Theatre
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